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YOUR only 

KITCHEN PARTNER

FACTS & FIGURES

Our Nolte kitchens are created on a production site
measuring around 1,216,000 sq. ft in Löhne and
Melle. Our quality promise "Made in Germany" is part
of our global success. This is also confirmed by our
export rate of 36% – so approximately 1.7 million units
every year are shipped to more than 60 countries.

We’re the authorized dealer for Germany’s 

favorite kitchen cabinet manufacturer NOLTE. Our

dedicated and highly experienced trade team delivers

projects just for the contract kitchen market, from

boutique housing collections to large-scale

developments. We’ll work with your team to create

inspirational projects of any size, from small builds to

large-scale developments.

QUALITY 

We use top-quality materials in the production of our
kitchens. Digitalized sequences ensure the highest
precision during production, which is also monitored
by a member of staff. The finishing touch is given by
hand - for maximum product quality.

PROJECT REFERENCES

The Nolte facility

produces 880

kitchens a day
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HOW WE SUPPORT?

Designing: provide the 3D renders, plans 

      and elevations

Providing a cost evaluation to give highly

competitive contracts

Individual kitchen elements tracking using the

UNIQUE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

Technical support from our experts

Assistance for project sales center - with

cabinetry, individual samples, accessories, etc.

5 years of warranty

Site visits

Logistics planning

Exclusive 3 layer
structure; 16mm thick

14 different cabinet
color options available

Melamine resin coating
on both sides

Wall cabinets installed
using hanging rail
system. Weight bearing
capacity 65kg.

• Carcass front edge with matching PP sealed edge
• Reduces the dust accumulated
• Doors and drawers close quietly

LATEST
CATALOGUES 

UNIQUE

IDENTIFICATION

NUMBER 

Each kitchen will have a UI number placed in the sink
unit. This helps us to trace your order after installation
if any replacements are needed. 

29 front ranges, 183
front colors available 
in 19mm thickness

In addition to the standard height of 750mm, we also
offer a cabinet height of 900mm, Matrix 900 offers an
astonishing 20% more storage space. Combined with
a low plinth, the result is a modern, compact look and
an ergonomic working height. With the extra storage,
don’t worry about the weight; our pullouts can take up
to 80 kg.

OUR COMMITMENT TO

SUSTAINABILITY

Sometimes it‘s difficult to tell the difference! All of the

materials used in a Nolte kitchen are notable for a

feeling of sophistication. The genuine materials, such

as wood, metal or cement, are the perfect choice for

kitchen fans with exacting expectations. However,

there are also high-quality reproductions for many

natural products

GENIUNE OR

REPRODUCTION

‘’We don’t see sustainability as a
trend. For us, sustainability means
treating people, the environment

and nature with respect.’’

DUST SEAL

www.estheteak.com


